Manage, track and optimise your
entire test lifecycle - right inside Jira
The top-rated QA and test management app for Jira
Testing and quality assurance are essential components of delivering great software. Adaptavist
Test Management for Jira (TM4J) is an easy-to-use, enterprise-grade, test management solution
seamlessly integrated inside Jira. Offering complete traceability across issues, requirements, test
cases, and execution. The free REST API gives you the ability to automate bulk tests, generate
powerful insights and integrate with other continuous integration (CI) tools.
Adaptavist TM4J is the only marketplace app to:
		 Increase efficiency by eliminating duplication through automation
		 Improve workflow visibility based on real-time insights
		 Fast-track releases with a powerful and intuitive interface

Atlassian verified

Features

Dedicated support
Data Center compatible

		 Hierarchical folders to manage and reuse assets across all Jira projects

Atlassian Cloud compatible

		 Test case libraries for versioning, shared steps and test data parameters

4 star rating

		 Full traceability of test cases, requirements, execution and defects
		 Global and project level settings for customisation and standardisation
		 REST APIs for integration with test automation and DevOp tools

Benefits
Use cases
Drive reusability across all test assets
Eliminate duplication through automation
Streamline development with flexible workflows
Enhance test coverage with end-to-end
traceability
Improve visibility and collaboration with 70
cross-project reports and gadgets
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		 Integrate CI tools such as Jenkins, Bamboo, Travis CI or other development
applications like Github, Bitbucket, Datadog via the REST API for end-to-end
integration across test case management, execution, and reporting
		 Automate bulk test cases, proven to scale to 10,000+ tests
		 Improved visibility of testing and quality assurance with
70 out-of-the-box reports and dashboards
		 Clear end-to-end traceability of requirements, tests, and defects

Test case management at scale
Use folders and filters to organize your test library
Add new test cases individually or in bulk, taking advantage
of drag-and-drop and keyboard shortcuts

Share steps and test case parameters
Reduce workload and increase consistency
across tests and executions with reusable test steps
Save time and effort by applying changes across
multiple test cases

Robust traceability across
entire test lifecycle
Link Jira issues across all tests, establishing the requirements
coverage of your all your test scripts
Establish clear traceability between any issue type, test case,
test run, and test plan

Our customers include:
“First class support for human and robotic testers via a robust UI and
API. Rather than piggybacking off the JIRA issue view, TM4J comes
with a full drag & drop friendly UI for managing tests, runs, plans, and
executions. The API allows our automation team to do all of their
work in their favourite integrated development environment without
ever opening Jira. The reporting is great from 1ft to 10,000ft - I believe
there are 72 out of the box reports you can customize and work with.
We trialled literally every plugin available for test management and
TM4J really stands out from the crowd.”
Justin Watts | Sr. Manager – Engineering Productivity
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